Safety Training for Incoming Graduate Students

Monday Sept. 24th there will be an EH&S Laboratory Safety training in 2124 Wickson for V&E and Plant Sciences employees. If you have lab personnel who need that training I will be letting you know when the online sign up is available.

Tuesday Sept 25th there will be a safety training for the vineyard, winery, and general classes safety. This is for all new graduate students and any other employees that are working in those areas and have not had training. This will be from 8:30am to 3:00pm with lunch provided. Please have employees RSVP to me if they will be attending any or all of the training.

CUPA Inspection

We will be having a CUPA inspection during the next round of inspections in the next couple of months. Be sure your lab safety records are up to date and that your waste is being handled properly. If you had items out of compliance in the last inspection please make sure they are brought into compliance. I hope to do an inspection before the CUPA inspection and will keep you posted.

New Faces to the Department

We have a number of new people working in the department this summer. Take a minute to stop by and welcome them.

New Post Doc: Marco Li Calzi—Heymann/Matthews Lab, New Grad Students: Sallie Hess-Smart Lab, Jessica Kennedy-Heumann Lab, Billo Naravane-Block Lab, Lauren Oliver-Waterhouse Lab, Scott Frost is working with Chik and Paul in the winery. From foreign countries we have: Elenore Loiseau, from France the Ebeler Lab and Tanja Zaunmueller from Germany in the Mills Lab. Undergrads who are working include: Jonas Mueller-Adams Lab, Robin Bush-Smart Lab, Joseph Hamara-Mills Lab, Lai Pang is working with Lucy Joseph, Amanda Hawley is working in the Business Office, Steven Batten, JP Pierce, Akin Gurbuz, Matthew Villiard and Jody Thomas are working in the Walker Lab/vineyard. Elizabeth Chan and Jennifer Zeek are working with Kimberly Cahill on a project in the Matthews Lab.